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Executive Summary 
Acceptable Compromise or Unacceptable Compromise is an experiment for the IE 563 Design of Experi-

ments class in Spring 2007.  The goal of the experiment is to statistically define the role of the banker in 

the popular game show Deal or No Deal.  Deal or No Deal (the mechanics of which are explained in the 

section Deal or No Deal and revisited in the section Testing Procedures: Game Play Overview) is a simple 

game show format in which a contestant competes against a banker for a cash payout.  The hypothesis 

of the experiment was that the banker had no effect on the payout versus the number of rounds played 

in the game.  To test this hypothesis a web-playable version of the game, named Acceptable Compro-

mise or Unacceptable Compromise, was created and a sampling of contestants were invited to play it 

against a trio of banking algorithms.  This experiment shows that the banker has a significant statistical 

impact on average game payout in relation to the number of rounds played, whereas the contestant 

playing the game has no significant statistical impact. 

Deal or No Deal 
Deal or No Deal is a game show that follows a simple format developed in the Netherlands by Endemol 

(1).  The game begins with a presentation of locked suitcases to a contestant, individually numbered to 

distinguish them.  Each case contains a randomized value of money.  The contestant is informed of the 

values spread throughout the cases, but has no idea of which case contains which value.  The cases are 

randomized by a certified third party, so no one with interest in the outcome of the game should know 

which value is within which case.1  In the American version of this show there are 26 cases used, num-

bered consecutively 1 through 26, and the values, for the majority of episodes, range between $0.01 

and $1,000,000.00 (2).  The table of the American case values, as presented in the show’s graphics (3), is 

listed in Table 1. 

Table 1: Cash Amounts Distributed to Suitcases 

$0.01 $1,000 
$1 $5,000 
$5 $10,000 

$10 $25,000 
$25 $50,000 
$50 $75,000 
$75 $100,000 

$100 $200,000 
$200 $300,000 
$300 $400,000 
$400 $500,000 
$500 $750,000 
$750 $1,000,000 

 

                                                           
1
 It is interesting to note that this removes the so-called Monty Hall problem from the game (4). 
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The contestant is instructed to choose one of the cases.  This first case is placed at the side of the con-

testant and declared to be the contestant’s own case.  The contestant is informed that should they 

complete the game they shall receive the contents of that case.   This case is given some prominence 

within the game show. 

The contestant is then instructed to iteratively choose a suitcase number to be opened and the contents 

revealed.  Revealed case values are removed from play and the contestant can use the knowledge of 

removed values to estimate the worth of the contestant’s case. 

Following a determined interval of cases being opened the host of the game show interrupts with an 

offer from a character referred to as “the banker”.  The offer from the banker is a cash buyout offer to 

the contestant, based upon the expected value of the case.  The contestant may sell their case for the 

offer value or may refuse the offer and continue to open cases.  Play continues until all case values are 

revealed and the contestant is rewarded the value of the contestant’s case or until an offer is accepted.  

A detailed schedule of the game is provided in Table 2. 

Table 2: Schedule of Rounds 

Round Number Cases To Open Cases Remaining At Offer 

1 6 20 
2 5 15 
3 4 11 
4 3 8 
5 2 6 
6 1 5 
7 1 4 
8 1 3 
9 1 2 
10 1 (Own) 0 (No Offer, End Game) 

 

The Hypothesis and the Role of the Banker 
The banker in a game of Deal or No Deal acts as a source of friction and competition to a contestant.  

The hypothesis of this experiment is that the banker exists as a red herring device solely for entertain-

ment value and that the offers of the banker have no statistical impact upon the outcome of the game. 

To evaluate the impact of a banker it is important to take into account the perspective of the banker.  

When introduced by the host, the contestant is told that the banker seeks to get the contestant out of 

the game with as little cash as possible and as early as possible.  That is in part a lie: the banker does 

seek to remove the contestant with as little cash as possible; however the optimal strategy is to do it in 

as much time as possible in order to increase the entertainment value per hour of broadcast television 

(4).  There are then two important pieces of response data from game play: number of rounds played 

and amount of money paid to the contestant.  Thus, the optimal banker strategy implies that for the 
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purposes of this experiment the true response is not one or the other but instead the ratio of the payout 

to the number of rounds played. This response has been designated in this experiment as the Enter-

tainment Value of a game and condensed, henceforth, to Entvalue. 

The factors that are to be considered in this experiment: 

 The banker in the game, of which there were 3 chosen, detailed in the next section 

(Development of the Test Environment) 

 The contestant in the game, of which there were 10 contestants that participated, selected as 

described in the next section (Development of the Test Environment), and listed pseudony-

mously in Table 5; considered as a block because it is assumed to be a known source of variation 

 The initial case chosen in the game, of which there are 26 possible case values (introduced in 

Table 1 and coded in Table 4); considered as a block because it is described as a known source of 

variation on the game show 

Development of the Test Environment 
In order to test the hypothesis a suitable means to repeatable game play was necessary.  Lacking the 

resources of a studio and audience the test environment for the experiment must be a mock-up of the 

actual game show, and thus subject to at least some practical divergence from the environment of the 

game show.   

The environment of choice to model the game was as an easily accessible website.  The website served 

as a constrained, controlled environment in which every interesting state of the game could be captured 

and a majority of exploits could be easily avoided. 

The website was developed in Python (5) with the Django Framework (6).  The source code is open 

source (GPL 2.0) and available in its entirety from Max Battcher.  For reference purposes the code re-

sponsible for game logic has been included in Appendix A: Game Logic Source Code.  The website was 

published and made accessible at the URL http://www.worldmaker.net/acouc/.  

Three rather simple statistical algorithms were chosen to represent the banker in this version of the 

game.  These algorithms (included in banker.py) were chosen to provide potentially useful inferences 

from their statistical properties that might be made advantage of in further studies.  The banker encoun-

tered for each individual game is chosen pseudo-randomly2 from the three algorithms.  A summary of 

the algorithms is represented in Table 3. 

                                                           
2
 Machine sources of randomness are subject to acceptable amounts of determinism.  For reference, the randomi-

zation algorithm used in all cases for this experiment is the Mersenne-Twister algorithm (7). 

http://www.worldmaker.net/acouc/
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Table 3: Banker Algorithms 

Coding Name Function Formula3 

A Median median()  

B Median, then Mean medthenmean() 
 

C Part of Mean partofmean()  

 

Potential contestants were solicited in classes and from several group mailing lists: the Speed School 

Student Council mailing list and Triangle Fraternity mailing list.  The interested contestants are a random 

selection of individuals from these groups.    No attempt was made to control the demographics of the 

accepted contestants.  It should be noted, however, that all contestants turned out to be Engineers, but 

this basic bias should have little effect on the goals of the experiment.  Contestants were given simple 

usernames (based upon their name) and passwords, in order to track individual progress and tie results 

to a particular contestant.  Contestant usernames are listed in Table 5. 

To keep the contestants honest and interested in the outcome of their games, a friendly wager was 

made.  The analysis of contestant merit, as an interesting tangential sub-experiment, is attached as Ap-

pendix C: Analysis of Contestant Merit.  Contestants were invited to play the game as many times as 

they wished and encouraged to play as often as they could, both for the benefit of the study and to 

benefit their chances of winning the wager. 

All game results were tracked and then viewable from a private administration website.  Figure 1 shows 

the list of game results (which are listed in full in Table 6 in Appendix B: Result Data) displayed by the 

administration site and Figure 2 shows the detail view of an individual game result.  The major piece of 

information additional to the detail view is the display of the rejected bids, which is not required for the 

purposes of this experiment but useful to playback an entire game as experienced by the contestant.  A 

calculated version of the Entvalue ratio, the response measurement described in section The Hypothesis 

and the Role of the Banker, can be seen in Figure 1.  Details on the coding scheme of the Path informa-

tion seen in Figure 1 can be found in the section Coding Procedures. 

                                                           
3
 The 0-20% “fudge factor” is a pseudo-randomized value for the purposes of removing some determinism from 

banker bids and removing some of the contestant’s ability to easily judge which banker is which. 
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Figure 1: List of Game Results 

 

Figure 2: Game Result Details 
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Testing Procedures: Game Play Overview 
The best explanation of the testing procedures for this experiment is a run through of a typical session 

of game play.  This should also help explain the rules of the game as introduced in the section Deal or No 

Deal.  The flow for this execution of a session is defined in the attached views.py. 

 

Figure 3: Login 

Upon accessing (for the first time in a session) the webpage at http://www.worldmaker.net/acouc/, the 

contestant is first asked to login with their provided credentials (Figure 3).4 

                                                           
4
 It should be noted that this login screen and the subsequent handling of login credentials in views.py is sub-

standard and not intended nor suitable for production use or other use in an environment where user credentials 
need to be protected from exploit.  The manner used in this application is done solely for readability and simplicity 
in the use of a moderated test environment with few user-information exploit implications. 

http://www.worldmaker.net/acouc/
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Figure 4: Initial Case Selection 

The contestant is then asked to choose an initial case as their own from the 26 possibilities (Figure 4).  

The value of this case is unknown, but the contents of the case are guaranteed to the contestant should 

they keep the case for the entirety of the game. 
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Figure 5: Choose a Case to Open 

In each round the contestant is asked to choose one of the remaining cases to open (Figure 5).  Opening 

a case reveals its contents and eliminates that case’s value from the Remaining Cases board. 
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Figure 6: Bid from the Banker 

At the end of a round, based upon the cases remaining in play, the current banker5 makes an offer to 

the contestant to buy the contestant’s case (Figure 6).  The contestant is given the choice to accept or 

reject the banker’s offer and informed of the number of cases to open in the next round. 

                                                           
5
 The contestant is not informed which algorithm their current banker is. 
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Figure 7: The Reveal 

Following an acceptance of a bank offer or the end of the game the value of the contestant’s own case is 

revealed (Figure 7).  The game summarizes the payout, shows the Remaining Cases board as it last was, 

repeats the Rejected Bids over time and gives the contestant a chance to immediately begin a new 

game. 

Coding Procedures 
Internal to the application all of the case values are denoted by a letter (in increasing order) from A-Z 

($0.01 to $1,000,000).  This serves an excellent counterpoint to the numerical ordering of the rando-

mized cases used by both the game show and the application.  This coded representation is passed 

through to the results (Table 6 in Appendix B: Result Data) in several places, particularly in the “path” 

data.  The path is the record of every single case opened by the contestant in the order they were 

opened and removed from place.  (In combination with the rejected bids it is possible to replay the en-

tire game from start to finish.)  For further simplification, the cases are then coded as either High or Low 

based upon the column in the standard value chart (which is a judgment common to contestants and 
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the host of the American version of the game show).  For quick reference the value chart is duplicated in 

Table 4 alongside the coded values. 

Table 4: Values with Coding 

 Low  High 

A $0.01 N $1,000 
B $1 O $5,000 
C $5 P $10,000 
D $10 Q $25,000 
E $25 R $50,000 
F $50 S $75,000 
G $75 T $100,000 
H $100 U $200,000 
I $200 V $300,000 
J $300 W $400,000 
K $400 X $500,000 
L $500 Y $750,000 
M $750 Z $1,000,000 

 

Contestants are coded by their username in the system.  The list of player usernames (in no particular 

order) is presented in Table 5. 

Table 5: Contestant Usernames 

phillip ray marc shelly max 
mcconnell schoen sim1 niel stivers 

 

Bankers are coded as presented in Table 3. 

Analysis 

Analysis of Variance 
General Linear Model: Entvalue versus Banker, GivenHigh, Player  
 
Factor     Type   Levels  Values 

Banker     fixed       3  A, B, C 

GivenHigh  fixed       2  0, 1 

Player     fixed      10  marc, max, mcconnell, niel, phillip, ray, schoen, 

                          shelly, sim1, stivers 

 

 

Analysis of Variance for Entvalue, using Adjusted SS for Tests 

 

Source     DF       Seq SS       Adj SS      Adj MS      F      P 

Banker      2   6581462275   7218832300  3609416150  11.60  0.000 

GivenHigh   1   2101198817   1813400172  1813400172   5.83  0.018 
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Player      9   2130852720   2130852720   236761413   0.76  0.652 

Error      74  23026203907  23026203907   311164918 

Total      86  33839717718 

 

 

S = 17639.9   R-Sq = 31.96%   R-Sq(adj) = 20.92% 

 

 

Unusual Observations for Entvalue 

 

Obs  Entvalue      Fit   SE Fit  Residual  St Resid 

 10   61051.0  25033.1   8849.2   36017.9      2.36  R 

 25      75.0  38991.9  12916.3  -38916.9     -3.24 RX 

 26   75000.0  36083.1  12916.3   38916.9      3.24 RX 

 39   76383.8  25178.0   5793.7   51205.7      3.07  R 

 58   69593.4  22935.6   4575.3   46657.8      2.74  R 

 66   48923.8  15374.0   6267.3   33549.8      2.03  R 

 75    1000.0   5402.5  12637.5   -4402.5     -0.36  X 

 76       1.0  -4401.5  12637.5    4402.5      0.36  X 

 79   75000.0  29682.8   6996.2   45317.2      2.80  R 

 

R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 

X denotes an observation whose X value gives it large leverage. 

 

Based upon the ANOVA P-Value it is obvious that the Banker holds statistical significance for every rele-

vant α-value.  The P-Value for the Given Case (coded High or Low) shows that it also has statistical signi-

ficance for most α-values.  The P-Value for Player is quite high and shows no statistical significance for 

the Contestant at any relevant α-value. 

The high number of “unusual observations” and low R-Squared and R-Squared (adjusted) show a poten-

tially poor fit of the ANOVA model to the data.  Considering the very random (technically, pseudo-

random) nature of the experiment this large degree of fluctuation is potentially acceptable. 
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Analysis of Variance Residuals 
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Figure 8: ANOVA Residuals 

The outliers towards the high end of the normal probability plot in Figure 8 casts some of the same 

doubt that the unusual observations from the ANOVA do, but the residuals look normal enough barring 

that.  The residual versus fit chart has a unfortunate funnel look that suggests the Entvalue may need 

some normalization.  The residual versus order chart is the possibly the most important to this experi-

ment, due to the pseudo-random nature of the experiment6, and it lacks any noticeable patterns. 

Normalized Analysis of Variance 
Due to the funnel shape of the residuals versus fit it appeared that the result (Entvalue) needed to be 

normalized to better take into account its tendency to vary with magnitude.  After testing several pros-

pective normalization functions the decision was that the closest fit was LogEntValue (Equation 1). 

Equation 1: LogEntValue 

 

 

                                                           
6
 Whereas the Mersenne-Twister has been shown in studies to be random enough for the needs of this experiment 

(7) it is still certainly possible that other factors such as “bugs” in the code or improper seeding of the Mersenne-
Twister may impact the apparent randomness of the output. 
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General Linear Model: LogEntValue versus Banker, GivenHigh, Player  
 
Factor     Type   Levels  Values 

Banker     fixed       3  A, B, C 

GivenHigh  fixed       2  0, 1 

Player     fixed      10  marc, max, mcconnell, niel, phillip, ray, schoen, 

                          shelly, sim1, stivers 

 

 

Analysis of Variance for LogEntValue, using Adjusted SS for Tests 

 

Source     DF   Seq SS   Adj SS  Adj MS      F      P 

Banker      2   85.154   89.059  44.530  30.08  0.000 

GivenHigh   1   54.826   52.399  52.399  35.40  0.000 

Player      9   15.573   15.573   1.730   1.17  0.327 

Error      74  109.539  109.539   1.480 

Total      86  265.093 

 

 

S = 1.21666   R-Sq = 58.68%   R-Sq(adj) = 51.98% 

 

 

Unusual Observations for LogEntValue 

 

Obs  LogEntValue      Fit   SE Fit  Residual  St Resid 

  1     -1.00000  1.38261  0.62518  -2.38261     -2.28 R 

 25      1.87506  3.35862  0.89087  -1.48356     -1.79 X 

 26      4.87506  3.39150  0.89087   1.48356      1.79 X 

 30      3.64836  1.27229  0.29236   2.37607      2.01 R 

 56     -3.00000  1.27229  0.29236  -4.27229     -3.62 R 

 63     -3.00000  0.60525  0.42854  -3.60525     -3.17 R 

 66      4.68952  2.23892  0.43227   2.45060      2.15 R 

 75      3.00000  2.33328  0.87163   0.66672      0.79 X 

 76      0.00000  0.66672  0.87163  -0.66672     -0.79 X 

 

R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 

X denotes an observation whose X value gives it large leverage. 

 

The updated P-Values look very much the same.  There are just as many unusual observations, albeit 

different ones, however the R-Squared values are much higher. 
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Normalized Analysis of Variance Residuals 
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Figure 9: Normalized ANOVA Residuals 

Figure 9 looks much more appropriate to a successful ANOVA than Figure 8. 

Tukey’s Test 
Tukey 95.0% Simultaneous Confidence Intervals 

Response Variable LogEntValue 

All Pairwise Comparisons among Levels of Banker 

Banker = A  subtracted from: 

 

Banker   Lower  Center  Upper    +---------+---------+---------+------ 

B       0.7867   1.634  2.481            (-------*--------) 

C       1.6918   2.460  3.228                     (-------*------) 

                                 +---------+---------+---------+------ 

                               0.0       1.0       2.0       3.0 

 

 

Banker = B  subtracted from: 

 

Banker     Lower  Center  Upper    +---------+---------+---------+------ 

C       -0.01924  0.8264  1.672    (-------*--------) 

                                   +---------+---------+---------+------ 

                                 0.0       1.0       2.0       3.0 

 

 

Tukey Simultaneous Tests 

Response Variable LogEntValue 

All Pairwise Comparisons among Levels of Banker 

Banker = A  subtracted from: 
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        Difference       SE of           Adjusted 

Banker    of Means  Difference  T-Value   P-Value 

B            1.634      0.3544    4.610    0.0001 

C            2.460      0.3215    7.653    0.0000 

 

 

Banker = B  subtracted from: 

 

        Difference       SE of           Adjusted 

Banker    of Means  Difference  T-Value   P-Value 

C           0.8264      0.3538    2.336    0.0571 

 

Tukey’s test shows a statistically significant difference between Banker A and Bankers B and C (which 

between themselves have no statistical difference for an α-value of 0.05). 

Conclusions 
Based upon an Analysis of Variance the Banker in a game of Deal or No Deal is statistically significant and 

has an impact on Entertainment Value (or dollars paid out/round).  Thus the initial hypothesis of the ex-

periment (describe in The Hypothesis and the Role of the Banker) has been proven incorrect.  Tukey’s 

Test informs that Banker Algorithm A had a statistically significant lower mean Entertainment Value than 

the other two algorithms.  Therefore, if the game show’s producers wished to minimize the cost per 

show for Deal or No Deal it would then make sense to utilize a algorithm more like Banker A. 

It should be noted, however, that in addition to showing a statistical difference in the ANOVA, the expe-

rimenters were informed that Banker A proved a noticeable difference to the contestants, even though 

the banking algorithms were opaque to the contestant. Several contestants mentioned a noticeable dis-

satisfaction with the results of games against Banker Algorithm A.  A further study should take this into 

account and poll for some sort of satisfaction ranking of the bankers, similar to how television ratings 

may be used to poll performance of the game show. 

The initial condition of the game (the initial case drawn), included as a block factor, was shown in the 

Analysis of Variance to indeed have a statistical significance to the payout at the end of the game.  The 

individual contestant, at least for the sampling of contestants used in this experiment, was shown to 

have no statistical significance. 
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Appendix A: Game Logic Source Code 

banker.py 
import math 
import random 
 
""" 
Basic Banker algorithms 
""" 
# Algorithms all take a list of cases and the current round number 
# Median-based algorithms all assume cases are sorted 
 
def median(cases, round): 
    """ 
    Yields the median case +/- 0-20% 
    """ 
    m = int(math.floor((len(cases) - 1) / 2)) 
    mc = cases[m] 
    off = float(random.randint(-20, 20)) / 100 
    return int(math.floor(mc + off * mc)) 
 
def mean(cases, round): 
    """ 
    Yields the mean of the cases +/- 0-20% 
    """ 
    m = sum(cases) / len(cases) 
    off = float(random.randint(-20, 20)) / 100 
    return int(math.floor(m + off * m)) 
 
def medthenmean(cases, round): 
    """ 
    Yields the median case +/- 0-20% for the first 3 rounds (just over half 
    the cases in the game) then the mean of the cases +/- 0-20% for the 
    following rounds. 
    """ 
    if round < 3: 
        return median(cases, round) 
    else: 
        return mean(cases, round) 
 
def partofmean(cases, round): 
    """ 
    Yields the mean of the cases (+/- 0-20%) scaled based upon the round 
    number. 
    """ 
    m = mean(cases, round) 
    scale = 1 - ((5 - round) * .15) 
    return int(math.floor(m * scale)) 
 
algos = { 
    'A': median, 
    'B': medthenmean, 
    'C': partofmean, 
} 
 
# vim: et ts=4 sts=4 sw=4 

views.py 
from django import template 
from django.http import HttpResponse 
from django.template import loader, RequestContext 
from wm.acouc.models import CASE_CASH, Player, Result 
from wm.acouc import banker 
import datetime 
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def play(request): 
    if request.POST: 
        if "login_name" in request.POST: 
            try: 
                p = Player.objects.get(name=request.POST["login_name"], 
                        pw=request.POST["login_pw"]) 
            except Player.DoesNotExist: 
                p = None 
            if p: 
                reveal = False 
                # NOTE: The below has some "weird" fall through because it's 
                #  a poor DFA representation.  Just pay attention to p.state. 
 
                # *** State Transitions *** 
 
                if p.state == 0 and "mine" in request.POST: 
                    # Take a case as yours 
                    p.reset() 
                    p.state = 1 
                    m = int(request.POST["mine"]) 
                    p.mine = p.avail[m] 
                    p.avail = p.avail.replace(p.mine, ' ') 
                    p.save() 
 
                if p.state == 1 and p.to_open > 0 and "open" in request.POST: 
                    # Open a case 
                    m = int(request.POST["open"]) 
                    l = p.avail[m] 
                    if l != ' ': 
                        p.path += l 
                        p.avail = p.avail.replace(l, ' ') 
                        p.to_open -= 1 
                        p.save() 
 
                if p.state == 1 and p.to_open == 0: 
                    # Make a bid 
                    cases = [] 
                    for c in p.avail: 
                        if c != ' ': 
                            cases.append(CASE_CASH[c]) 
                    cases.append(CASE_CASH[p.mine]) 
                    # Bankers see "mine" as "out there" just like the board 
                    cases.sort() 
                    p.state = 2 
                    p.cur_bid = banker.algos[p.banker](cases, p.round) 
                    p.save() 
 
                if p.state == 2 and "choice" in request.POST: 
                    # Accept/deny a bid 
                    if request.POST["choice"] == "accept": 
                        r = Result() 
                        r.observed = datetime.datetime.now() 
                        r.player = p 
                        r.banker = p.banker 
                        r.given = p.mine 
                        r.path = p.path 
                        r.payout = p.cur_bid 
                        r.rounds = p.round + 1 
                        r.bids = p.bids 
                        r.save() 
                        p.state = 0 
                        reveal = True 
                        p.save() 
                    else: 
                        if p.round == 8: 
                            # Last round, reveal 
                            r = Result() 
                            r.observed = datetime.datetime.now() 
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                            r.player = p 
                            r.banker = p.banker 
                            r.given = p.mine 
                            r.path = p.path 
                            r.payout = CASE_CASH[p.mine] 
                            r.rounds = 10 
                            r.bids = p.bids 
                            r.save() 
                            reveal = True 
                            p.state = 0 
                            p.cur_bid = CASE_CASH[p.mine] 
                            p.save() 
                        else: 
                            # Start the next round 
                            p.bids += "\n$%s" % p.cur_bid 
                            p.cur_bid = 0 
                            p.round += 1 
                            if p.round == 1: 
                                p.to_open = 5 
                            elif p.round == 2: 
                                p.to_open = 4 
                            elif p.round == 3: 
                                p.to_open = 3 
                            elif p.round == 4: 
                                p.to_open = 2 
                            else: 
                                p.to_open = 1 
                            p.state = 1 
                            p.save() 
 
                # *** State Displays/Forms *** 
 
                if p.state == 0 and reveal: 
                    # Reveal the end of the last game 
                    c = RequestContext(request, {'player': p, 'cases': CASE_CASH}) 
                    t = loader.get_template('acouc/reveal.html') 
                    return HttpResponse(t.render(c)) 
                elif p.state == 0: 
                    # Start a new game: Choose a case as yours 
                    p.avail = '                          ' 
                    c = RequestContext(request, {'player': p}) 
                    t = loader.get_template('acouc/choose_first.html') 
                    return HttpResponse(t.render(c)) 
 
                if p.state == 1: 
                    # Choose a case 
                    c = RequestContext(request, {'player': p, 'cases': CASE_CASH}) 
                    t = loader.get_template('acouc/choose.html') 
                    return HttpResponse(t.render(c)) 
 
                if p.state == 2: 
                    next_to_open = 1 
                    if p.round == 0: 
                        next_to_open = 5 
                    elif p.round == 1: 
                        next_to_open = 4 
                    elif p.round == 2: 
                        next_to_open = 3 
                    elif p.round == 3: 
                        next_to_open = 2 
                    # Accept/Reject the bid 
                    c = RequestContext(request, {'player': p, 'cases': CASE_CASH, 'next_to_open': 
next_to_open}) 
                    t = loader.get_template('acouc/bid.html') 
                    return HttpResponse(t.render(c)) 
 
    c = RequestContext(request, {}) 
    t = loader.get_template('acouc/login.html') 
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    return HttpResponse(t.render(c)) 
 
# vim: et ts=4 sts=4 sw=4 

Appendix B: Result Data 
Table 6 contains the entirety of analyzed data gathered in the experiment, in observation order.  For 

brevity it lacks calculated values (Entvalue) and rejected bids.  Rejected bids are not included because 

they are not necessary for the primary analysis. 

Table 6: Result Data 

Player Banker Given Payout Rounds Path 

mcconnell A B 1 10 UIASWCOMLYVGDZTEJXPNKRQH 

max B O 14516 5 NCTARWELYMXVQGDBKZUP 

mcconnell C F 92892 2 EPJGIUTQABH 

max C G 63930 3 JLVZUHISDWCETMR 

max B T 126937 4 NBKLPHAQSUICMDRZVY 

max B G 1140 6 IUZLASHXMDTYWKEVRPQJB 

mcconnell B C 35189 4 LRKWSFTQAZGUMBEXYJ 

max C N 66643 5 FSHIGZRYTOCPVBUQKLDX 

stivers B M 750 10 YIAPTBNZJWRCKOQVFDEHULXG 

stivers C O 488408 8 HPINUEVJQCLADRBYFXSKMGW 

stivers B C 5 10 ZRELKQMXFHAIUNDBPWVYTGOS 

stivers C M 750 10 ZRBKCEVTFLUGYWNJXIASPQHO 

stivers C B 48393 9 GIJQAZHFVLXODTMKPUECWRYN 

ray B M 9600 2 HTYIBNWGDFC 

ray C I 29546 1 AFZCTN 

ray C G 43869 4 YVMOSPLKUFZTEWJABH 

ray C C 50465 2 WAVIGYOUHMP 

ray A M 750 10 YDHOPNRKFZGXQVWITLEASJCB 

ray C I 32497 2 YDRBWJZOETQ 

mcconnell A A 206 2 FJQZYUXSPMN 

shelly B W 400000 10 PXDMACSYVTUNIQGLFJROKEBH 

shelly A J 300 10 XQUYKALMWPVDZBESTNGCIRFO 

shelly A T 84000 8 AVHGIZKJCFLRYPWDOUNQEMX 

shelly C K 6158 6 XBTUCMSGLJONRWZYAEPHV 

schoen B M 750 10 XIYHBSGWPAVOLQTEFDJNZCUK 

schoen A Y 750000 10 SNTGUJXPBDQMZFIHRVKELAWO 

max A O 87000 4 HQNJBIWMGKPRAYDLEF 

phillip A C 5 10 EQLDWPZUJHNARYVSBGKXOFTM 

phillip A X 817 1 DYCPTA 

phillip A I 8900 2 DSATKMHCWEJ 

phillip A P 11700 3 OYTJAREVGCMNIBW 
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Player Banker Given Payout Rounds Path 

phillip B S 53222 4 LZWMTJXGHUINPKDQBY 

phillip A P 10000 10 TCQOVIDNKULRWBHXEJYSFZAG 

phillip B X 500000 10 UJFKMCHLNSPIGYVQBETRZDOA 

niel B Q 25250 3 EHFJPNMTORYBDIU 

niel C T 84952 2 LMOARNHSPQJ 

niel C K 15518 7 WQZSMGDUXTBYVFNOICJAPH 

niel C T 13897 1 VKSYIZ 

niel B S 305535 4 JPTMLOUDRHAVNWGKBC 

niel A T 100000 10 SGPXQDAKIHWFYLJBUZENMVRC 

phillip C F 210159 5 CKISGQJDOWXYBHPNERAV 

phillip C S 17523 6 IWLYMXPFVJGCKZUABRDTQ 

phillip B L 82755 4 BJOCYZFXMTESAKHVRI 

phillip A F 50 10 BWMDNYAXJVTOLSPGQUERCHIZ 

phillip A L 500 10 HSUWDTZKOJFRQVEBXCAMGNPY 

phillip A X 72000 3 HBENRTUMPKQDGOI 

phillip C G 52422 2 VYWSHOBRMJA 

phillip C W 90594 3 CJTOEVPFYKRDSGU 

phillip A L 500 10 UAWXCBOJVPGHQMSEFZRITDYK 

phillip A L 500 10 KXTZSUHQYFBCWROEGDNIMJVP 

phillip C K 309575 8 DORMYLETQZNJCAXBUGPSFIH 

phillip B W 72946 6 CZVRQSEHMYAJLKNXGPTBU 

phillip C P 93908 4 AIXFYQDTGBHEVWLUKJ 

phillip B D 168098 4 NMGUAHRECWOPFVYKJX 

phillip C A 188500 8 XGSDREPKJCFVOZLUQHYIMNB 

phillip A A 0 10 NMUPESVWHIDBOZKJLFXTQCGR 

phillip A O 5000 10 LBIPAYQEZUSKRJWGFDXCVNHT 

phillip C M 556747 8 CONGFHBLWYXJRKAVQSTPEID 

phillip A G 75 10 RNPQSZUYEKDCTJXIAMHVBFLO 

phillip B S 99407 7 HWROETINUZLXJABCPYMDQK 

phillip A O 5000 10 CSWBHDLMEVYZAITKJFQNURPG 

niel A B 1 10 KMHIQVGZWSLEJYNRTXUFOAPD 

niel A A 0 10 MHQKBWXNVYSRFPDTLIGJUEZO 

niel C O 33330 1 RSUWAE 

niel B Z 88500 3 OJLARHDCGPXTIEF 

niel B L 195695 4 VDSRJOPQWCEYIHBTGN 

niel B K 400 10 AZWYTDPONGRIMSQXCBUVFHJL 

niel A P 10000 10 WTSEMYVANLFQGDJUIXHOBCRZ 

phillip A J 348 8 RAOTDPGNYQUCSFHXVWZIBKM 

phillip A X 83250 8 CBTEMZJVPLHGDWQIFUONAYR 

phillip C X 72073 3 JECSVWDIOTURMHZ 

phillip C K 24793 4 FPITWJOMQGYLZXSUHR 
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Player Banker Given Payout Rounds Path 

phillip B Q 25000 10 FCTNHPMAIUSOEDKWXJYLVGZR 

max C H 76337 3 QLRJIAXZWKOFEGP 

marc A P 10000 10 CAFGULNHZEROSMJIDVTXKYBW 

marc A D 10 10 UCLJOTKBWXIQNGFSYVMRHAZE 

shelly B Q 25000 10 WOVGDEHNMBUSRLXIPAKJCYTF 

ray A P 10000 10 IUQTGJVCMZXKLFEWYSDRBOHA 

sim1 C Y 750000 10 GSJOLIMFXDUEBTRPNQAHCZVW 

sim1 A R 4750 9 VITUNELQWBZXHDFGAPKCJYMS 

sim1 C Q 21877 3 VEASKMXZWNJFICY 

sim1 A H 100 10 JYFWMDESKIRUPVGQLZTOANXC 

sim1 C F 18501 2 MXIHVADYEGZ 

sim1 C K 27215 3 LYCUOJZFTINGWDX 

sim1 A S 75000 10 QMUJVXIGCALTZBYFPDROENWK 

sim1 A D 10 10 HEZJWLVTXMFINUARBOPCGYSK 

max C T 69800 2 GBNQMXKSUCR 

 

Appendix C: Analysis of Contestant Merit 
As an enticement to encourage realistic game play, a small wager was made to the participating contes-

tants that the best player would win.  Unfortunately for the contestants there was no statistically signifi-

cant difference between the contestants, and thus no winner of the wager. 

As a concession to bragging rights of the participating contestants, the authors of this experiment have 

compiled a small set of interesting Superlative Awards, to be honored upon the virtual plaque that is 

Table 7 below. 

Table 7: Contestant Superlative Awards 

Superlative Player Details 

Best Deal7 Phillip Had $750 and accepted an offer for $556,747 
Worst Deal Niel Had $1,000,000 and accepted an offer for $88,500 
Biggest Rejection Shelly Rejected a bid of $462,033 (Final payout was $400,000) 
Worst Rejection Shelly Rejected a bid of $367,509 and was paid $25,000 
Biggest Payout Schoen Paid $750,000 after 10 rounds 
Worst Payout Phillip Paid $0.01 after 10 rounds 
Highest Entvalue Niel Paid $305,535 after 4 rounds ($76,383.75/round) 

 

  

                                                           
7
 The merits of a “deal” are defined as they are by the host of the game show: the difference between the initially 

chosen case’s value and the contestant’s final payout. 
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